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Abstract. The group of fixed expressions constitutes an important part of the 
lexical system. This group is defined as the stable combination of two or more 
elements that is not possible to establish a meaning from its constituents, in 
addition to a grammatical structure which can move away from the language 
rules. In this paper a method of processing, translation and context of use 
extraction of verbal expressions (subsets of the fixed expressions) into a 
diatopic system of the Spanish language is presented. The architecture proposed 
is organized in three modules: the database, whose objective is to be able to 
store essential characteristics of them; the corpus, that contains digital texts and 
transcribed oral language; and the extraction expressions module, which extract 
examples on the corpus.  

1.  Introduction 

The UFs or fixed expressions are expressions consisting of two or more words whose 
meaning can not be inferred from the union of the significance of each of the lexical 
elements that constitute it. Zuluaga A., describes two basic characteristics that have 
fixed expressions: idiomaticity, characteristics that are peculiar and unique to a 
specific language or sub-language, including some socio-cultural traits; and fixation, 
the property that has the expressions of being reproduced in the speech like previously 
defined combinations, i.e. they present certain order in their syntactic structure [1]. 

 
Other important characteristics that have the UFs are: high frequency of report of 

their constituent elements, absence of grammatical rules in the expressions and 
translation problems. 

 
On the other hand, due to the lack of agreement between linguists to establish 

limits of research of the phraseology and terminology used in this area, we decided to 
follow Alberto Zuluaga’s work [1]. 

 
Zuluaga carries out a classification of the UFs based on the actions of the 

expressions in the speech. In the first group, Zuluaga establishes the locutions like a 
stable combination of two or more terms that work as an element in sentences to level 
of lexeme or syntagm. Inside this classification (locutions) he separates those that are 
in use as grammatical instruments and the expressions that possess semantic sense 
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(lexical units). The subset of the UFs object of study in this work are the locutions 
and verbal syntagms whom belong to the units with lexical sense. The verbal locution 
is equivalent to lexemes, e.g.: pasar a mejor vida (to die) or echar una mano (to help) 
and the verbal syntagm are equivalent to syntagms e.g.: pagar los platos rotos (to 
suffer the consequences of something). 

 
Considering those problems mentioned above and the UFs taxonomy of Zuluaga, 

it’s proposed to develop a Diatopic Verbal Expressions Digital Dictionary (DIVEDD) 
for Spanish Language (diatopic subsystems of Spain and México) in order to enable 
the process of  translation of verbal expressions (verbal locutions and verbal 
syntagms) in  both subsystems. This prototype uses regular expressions and 
keywords, generating synonyms and variants expressions, finally, shows through a 
Corpus, examples of real use. 

 
The paper is organized as follows. The second section describes related work with 

processing and translation of UFs; third section presents the architecture of the 
DIVEDD; the results are showed in the fourth section; and finally, conclusions are 
presented in the fifth section. 

2.  Related Work 

The group of UFs constitutes an important part of the lexical system, where 
monolingual and bilingual dictionaries only capture certain number of units, often 
reduced, to an alphabetical process of selection and random description [2]. In 
México there are not recent works of compilation of expressions, some of them are: 
the Diccionario breve de mexicanismos [3], the Diccionario ejemplificado de 
mexicanismos [4], and the Diccionario del español usual en México [5]. The lack of 
strict rules at the time of integrate these dictionaries brought the introduction of 
different subsets of UFs. 

 
There are some works related with translation of expressions in the Spanish 

language such as Recopilación de proverbios, proverbs which were translated into 
four languages (English, French, German and Italian) [6]. In Spagnolo-Italiano: 
Espressioni idiomatiche e proverbi, there are a summary of idiomatic expressions, 
proverbs and Spanish and Italian pragmatic sentences [7]. In [8] there are 877 
refranes españoles, sayings with their correspondence Catalan, Galician, Basque, 
English and French.  Finally, Divergencias en la traducción de expresiones 
idiomáticas y refranes by Corpas Pastor [9], that provides a more systematic 
methodology for the translation of expressions between French and Spanish (Spain). 
This model of bibliographical record considers different uses, the level of the 
speaker's registration, antonyms, synonyms, source of the expression and examples 
among other data. This work was considered as a starting point and taking the benefits 
of a corpus for showing use of actual situations of expressions. 
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3. Prototype Architecture 

The architecture proposed of the DIVEDD is organized in three modules: the 
database, that contains the essential characteristics of the expression; the corpus, that 
contains in this first stage of digital texts and transcribed oral language; and the 
expansion expressions module, that is complemented with a list of stop-words and a 
database storing verbal conjugations. In the fig. 1the architecture of the DIVEDD is 
shown. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 1.  DIVEDD architecture. 

3.1 Variants, Synonyms and +Frequents  Expressions 

Variants: those expressions that vary or omit any of its closed lexical elements 
without having semantic change.  
Synonyms: those expressions that have changed in their non closed lexical element i.e. 
key-word or those which do not contain any element in common, but they do not have 
a semantic change. 
+Frequent: the most used or most likely expression to appear in the dictionary, within 
a set of variations. Thus, +Frecuent expression is taken as representative. 

 
Table 1 shows an example of synonym expressions, therefore, the expressions: ir 

al bote, ir al tambo, ir a la sombra and ir tras las rajas are synonyms, because their 
keywords (kw) changes but they have the same definition. The same situation applies 
to the expressions hacer la barba, hacer la pelota and hacer la rosca, but in addition, 
hacer la barba is the translation into Spanish (México) of the expressions of Spain 
hacer la pelota and hacer la rosca. 
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Table 1. Handling synonym expressions in the DIVEDD. 
+Frequent_ 

Verbal_ 
Expression 

Definition Key-word Thematic_ 
Field 

Linguistic_ 
Record Country 

Ir al bote Meter a alguien 
en la cárcel 

Bote Behavior Informal México 

Ir al tambo Meter a alguien 
en la cárcel Tambo Behavior Informal México 

Ir a la sombra Meter a alguien 
en la cárcel Sombra Behavior Informal México 

Ir tras las rejas Meter a alguien 
en la cárcel 

Rejas Behavior Informal México 

Hacer la barba Lisonjear a 
alguien Barba Behavior Informal México 

Hacer la pelota Lisonjear a 
alguien Pelota Behavior Informal Spain  

Hacer la rosca Lisonjear a 
alguien Rosca Behavior Informal Spain  

S
y
n 
o
n
y
m 
s 

 
 

Table 2 shows variants through regular expressions. A regular expression is a set of 
pattern matching rules encoded in a string according to certain syntax rules [10]. 
Thus, it is possible to describe or represent a set of strings without need to enumerate 
all of its elements. The operators used in the right column of Table 2 are described in 
table 4 in section 3.4, Generation of Synonyms and Variants. 

Table 2. Variants expressions in the database of the DIVEDD. 

+Frequent_ 
Verbal_ 

Expression 
Definition Key-word Variants_Verbal_Expression 

Ir al bote Meter a alguien 
en la cárcel Bote 

[ir,llevar,meter] (al) {bote} 
[refundir] (en_el) {bote} 

Ir al tambo Meter a alguien 
en la cárcel Tambo [ir,llevar,meter] (al) {tambo} 

[refundir] (en_el) {tambo} 

Ir a la sombra Meter a alguien 
en la cárcel Sombra [ir,llevar,meter] (a_la) {sombra}

[refundir] (en_la) {sombra} 

Ir tras las rejas Meter a alguien 
en la cárcel Rejas [ir,llevar,meter,refundir] 

(tras_las) {rejas} 
 

3.2 The Database 

This module is based on a relational model that provides mechanisms that guarantee 
to avoid duplicity of records and inconsistency problems; it also guarantees the 
referential integrity and favors improvements of processing of the expressions. Table 
3 shows the most important attributes of verbal expressions to store. 
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Table 3. More important attributes of the verbal expressions. 
ATTRIBUTE DESCRPTION 

Verb  Main verb used in the expression. 

Canonical_ 
Verbal_ 

Expression 
Locution or verbal syntagm in its canonical form. 

Definition  Definition of the verbal expression. Field used to make 
the translation among the diatopic verbal expressions. 

Source Resource where the expression was extracted. 

Use_ 
Frecuency 

  The number of frequencies of appearance of the 
expression in the corpus. 

Linguistic_ 
Record  Level of registration of the expression. 

Country  Country of origin of the expression. 
Region area or region of use of the expression. 

Thematic_ 
Field  Thematic field of the expression 

Key-Word  Alexical component unit of the expression. Useful to 
distinguish among synonym expressions. 

Variant_ 
Verbal_ 

Expression 

Field of the table Variant that stores the variants of the 
canonical verbal expressions. 

Example Field of the table Examples that stores the examples 
provided by the lexicographer and extracted of the corpus.  

3.3 Corpus Processing for DIVEDD 

The corpus of the DIVEDD is conformed by written language and transcribed oral 
language [11], based on the recommendations of Sinclair J. [12], [13]. The subcorpus 
of written language is built from digital Mexican newspapers (four sections: local 
news, police section, opinion section and shows section over geographical limitation 
in the states of D.F., Mexico, Hidalgo, Morelos, Puebla and Tlaxcala). The subcorpus 
of transcribed oral language is conformed by the Sociolinguistic Corpus of the 
México City (CSCM) [14]. Fig. 2 shows the processing for the last one subcorpus. 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 2. Corpus processing. 

3.4 Extraction Expressions Module 

The module expressions expansion serves as a liaison between the DB and the corpus 
of DIDEVD. This module has two contributions: generate synonyms and variations of 
the +Frequent expression stored in the DB; and extract examples of actual usage 
throw the corpus. 
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Generation of Synonyms and Variants. The generation of synonyms and variants of 
a +frequent expression requires the entry of the possible combinations that can occur 
between kw´s and connectors-words or stop-words (sw). To describe all these 
expressions without the need to enumerate each one of them, the regular expressions 
are used. The operators are shown in Table 4. 

Table 4. Operators of the regular expressions. 

Operator Function 

‘[‘ y ‘]’ Denotes the set of verbs that can be used in the expression. 

‘(‘ y ‘)’ Denotes the set of connector–words between the verb and key-word. 

‘{‘ y ‘}’ Denotes the set of key-words that are used in the expression. 

‘,’ Separator of a set of words (verbs, key-words, connector–words). Can be use ‘,’ 
instead of ‘|’. 

‘|’ Performs the same function as ‘,’. 

‘_’ Joint two or more nonseparable words in an expression 

‘ ’ The blank space denotes the separation between groups. 
 

 
Considering the operators used in regular expressions specified in Table 4, the 

canonical verbal expression formed by hablar más que un loro, where the kw is loro 
and the regular expressions are denoted by: 

[hablar,platicar] (más_que_un,como,como_un) {loro,perico,merolico} 
[hablar,platicar] (más_que_una,como_una) {cotorra} 
The set of variants of hablar más que un loro are: hablar como loro, hablar como 

un loro, platicar más que un loro, platicar como loro and platicar como un loro. 
The set of all its synonyms are: hablar más que un perico, hablar como perico, 

hablar como un perico, platicar más que un merolico, platicar como merolico,  
platicar como un merolico, hablar más que una cotorra, hablar como una cotorra, 
platicar más que una cotorra and platicar como una cotorra. 

As it can be seen the properties of regular expressions help us to match any 
possible variation of the expressions in the corpus without necessity of having 
enumerated each one. 

 
Extraction of Usage Examples. The second contribution of extraction expressions 
module is the search for examples of real use of expressions stored in the DB.  
The search can be performed by matching between the expression and a fragment of 
the corpus. The second way is to find expression through similarity. Based on the 
premise that the kw is crucial in the expression, 

The first step is to identify all the words that have a high degree of similarity with 
the kw was carried out. The similarity function between two strings is described in 
[15] and showed below. 

The second step is to identify words that preceding to the kw. Only verbs and sw´s 
are accepted. Another word unidentified will provoke that the fragment is rejected. 
The process consists of a retreat from the position of the kw. Ends in a satisfactory 
manner when encountering a verb and sw`s or if two verbs (an auxiliary and non 
auxiliary) and sw´s are matched. 
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//Similarity of two strings; return the percentage 
function similarity($s1, $s2) 
{ 
  $m = strlen($s1); 
  $n = strlen($s2); 
  $matrix = array(array($m),array($n)); 
  for($i=1; $i < $m; $i++) $matrix[$i][0]=0; 
  for($j=0; $j < $n; $j++) $matrix[0][$j]=0; 
  for ($i=1; $i <= $m; $i++) { 
   for ($j=1; $j <= $n; $j++) { 
     if ($s1[$i-1]==$s2[$j-1]) 
       $matrix[$i][$j] = $matrix[$i-1][$j-1] + 1; 
     else if ($matrix[$i-1][$j] >= $matrix[$i][$j-1]) 
       $matrix[$i][$j] = $matrix[$i-1][$j]; 
     else 
       $matrix[$i][$j] = $matrix[$i][$j-1]; 
   } 
  } 
  $avgs = ($m + $n) / 2; 
  return ($matrix[$m][$n] / $avgs) * 100; 
} 

4. Results 

The extraction process using regular expressions have shown little recovery since it 
requires a tie with the exact expressions given by the lexicographer. On another hand, 
the extraction process by similarity functions between kw´s and words in the corpus 
heralds not only an examples extraction process; also, variant expressions can be 
extracted to perform in a future work, the reverse process, i.e. creating regular 
expressions. 
 
Thus, besides of the similarity applied and described in [15], the Levenshtein 
similarity was applied. This function calculates the minimum number of operations 
(insertion, deletion or substitution) required to transform one string into another. The 
results are not as regulars as [15], and has trouble distinguishing different kw´s, and 
grouping kw´s of which varies only in gender and number. 
 
The DIVEDD database was developed in MySQL 5.0.18. All the processing is 
implemented in PHP 5.1.2. The fig. 3 shows the DIVEDD interface. 
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Fig. 3. DIVEDD interface. 

 
Fig. 4. Extraction of real examples of tener broncas. 

5. Conclusions and ongoing work 

The DIVEDD appears to be a system for human translation assisted by computer, 
providing a definition and basic characteristics of verbal expressions. The DIVEDD 
does not try to be a detailed dictionary but it is as a mechanism reliable of storage of 
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phraseological information enforcing structure and integrity of data, reducing times of 
search and translation. On the other side, the mechanisms of search expressions by 
expressions´ attributes and its combinations make the DIVEDD a flexible tool. 
 
Finally, note that the extraction process starting from similarity on kw´s showed more 
encouraging results, but with noise (information not relevant to the query), because 
there are parts of texts recovered, that are not relevance to the phraseology, i.e. there 
are non-verbal expressions. We will work on linguistic heuristics to reduce the noise. 
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